POWER INNOVATION
AND GROWTH WITH
ADVANCED BUSINESS
TECHNOLOGY

SOLUTIONS

Envision Your IT

As technology continues to grow and evolve at a steady rate in response to a rapidly
changing world, businesses need to make the right decisions about where to take their
IT strategy. Focusing on one-and-done digital transformation is no longer enough.
Today, it’s about continuously incorporating new technologies and developments into
business processes so your business can adapt as the market grows increasingly complex.
At Melillo, we make it our business to navigate the evolution of technology to help envision
a future that incorporates emerging trends and practices to support business growth. We
know what works, what doesn’t, and how to help businesses innovate at speed, keep up
with IT and industry change, and maintain resilience in a rapidly evolving environment.
Backed by a powerful network of strategic vendor partnerships and a team of IT pros
with advanced certifications, we’ll help you plan, design, and deliver flexible solutions
that keep your business at the cutting-edge of new technology to meet new demands
and keep up with the continuous shifts of today’s business markets.

Solutions Offerings
•
•

•
•
•

Infrastructure: Exceed expectations of internal and external customers with
advanced support that spans planning, optimization, data protection, and storage.
Development: Combine industry-leading technology, cloud platforms,
automation, testing, and management services to transform your DevOps
practices to accelerate your application delivery.
Security: Build a more robust security posture, improve cross collaboration,
adhere to governance standards, and comply with evolving regulations.
Data Management: Consolidate, store, manage, and migrate your structured and
unstructured data to support business transformation.
Cloud: Adopt cloud strategies that map to your changing business environment
for a cloud experience that accelerates app and service delivery and supports the
workloads developed by your employees, partners, suppliers, and customers.

When you work with Melillo, you get an experienced partner who knows that one size
does not fit all, which is why we customize our solutions to fit you, your unique needs,
and your critical challenges. Let us help you envision and achieve a future that powers
scalable growth and sustainable success.

At A Glance
Since 1988, Melillo has been helping organizations create and execute digital IT business
acceleration strategies that lower costs, boost ROI, minimize risk, and ensure compliance.
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